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Abstract
Background: The study of the corneal biomechanical properties (CBP) is gaining always more interest, thanks to
the applications to refractive surgery and to the overall management of several corneal diseases.
Purpose: To analyze the eventual relationships between corneal distortion and morphologic features in healthy
subjects.
Methods: one eye of one hundred and fifty-two healthy participants, 87 women and 65 men, aging from 23 to 65
years old, were evaluated in this study. Every eye underwent a complete clinical examination, that included also a
tomographic scan using Pentacam HR (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany) and a biomechanical evaluation using Corvis
ST (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany). Linear regressions among refractive defect, corneal volume (CV), anterior
corneal curvature and central corneal thickness (CCT) vs corneal biomechanical features provided by Corvis ST
have been ran using SPSS software version 18.0.
Results: Corneal distortion factors showed a low correlation both with corneal morphological parameters and with
refractive defect. No significant correlations (p> 0.01) were found among morphologic and biomechanical features
evaluated.
Discussion: results observed in this study could help in recognize the healthy range of values of CBP parameters
provided by CST. This information could be very useful in many ophthalmology topics such as the accurate IOP
measurement, the early diagnosis of corneal degenerations, such as keratoconous, and the screening of subject
undergoing refractive surgery.
Conclusions: even if data of this study need to be confirmed in further ones with larger populations, results here
observed suggest that Corvis ST is a device providing an evaluation of corneal distortion not influenced by
morphological corneal factors. This information could help in better screening and managing the diseased corneas.
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1. Introduction
Evaluation of corneal biomechanical properties (CBP) is increasing its importance in many aspects of
ophthalmology, mainly in corneal diseases and transplants [1,2], in overall eyeball deformation analysis [3], in
refractive surgery [4] and in intraocular pressure evaluation [5]. Devices currently able to provide CBP evaluation
are the Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA) (Reichert Ophthalmic Instruments, NY, USA) [6] and the Corvis ST
(CST) (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany) [7,8]. To improve the knowledge of the details of both corneal and eyeball
deformation could lead in a better understanding the details of corneal behaviors in cases of external stimuli, such
as the surgical ones, and of the internal ones [5]. These are the reasons because CBP are largely investigated in
many kinds of eyes, aiming to provide better indications for diagnosis and management of corneal diseases or
better screening for corneal surgery [5-9].
In order to better standardize the information coming from new instruments, it is important to evaluate them on
naïve eyes. This could help to identify the borders between diseased and not diseased values of CBP parameters.
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The first studies published about CST regarded reliability, reproducibility, and correlations with other ocular
parameters in naïve eyes [10,11], but they didn’t provide unanimous results.
Purpose of this study is to contribute to better understanding of corneal deformation process analyzed by CST
evaluating the eventual relationships between corneal distortion and morphologic features in healthy subjects.
2. Method
In this retrospective study, was included only one eye of 152 subjects (87 women and 65 men) with a mean age of
35.12 ± 9.58 years (range from 23 to 65 years old) and a mean refraction of -0.45 ± 1.71 D, with a range going
from -7 D to +3 D, measured as spherical equivalent. These subjects referred to our Unit to undergo refractive
surgery from January 2019 to December 2019. Criteria of exclusion for this study were all those systemic diseases
that could interfere with corneal evaluation and the presence of ocular comorbidities. Participants were asked to
stop using contact lens at least one week before every visit. Each of them underwent a complete eye visits and
both a Pentacam HD and Corvis ST scan (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany) to assess the corneal morphological details
and the CBP. Pentacam HD is a Scheimpflug camera based, corneal tomographer always more used in the clinical
practice to screen and manage corneal diseases [12,13]. The device is able to provide several corneal features, the
ones evaluated in this study were the following: anterior corneal curvature measured with Sim’K (SK), corneal
volume (CV) and central corneal thickness (CCT) at pupil center. Corvis ST is able to record the corneal behavior
during an air puff indentation thanks to a Scheimpflug camera able to process 4330 images per second, and it
shows many corneal deformation parameters that are well defined (Figure 1) [5]; this study evaluated all of them.
Three good quality CST measurements have been performed and every scan has been performed after 5 minutes
of rest; the Pentacam scan was administrated always before CST exam and Goldmann applanation tonometry.
Normality of distribution was tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, linear Pearson correlation index was selected
after Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to the sample and a normal distribution was verified. In this way were
evaluated the correlations among morphological parameters such as SK, CCT and CV, the refraction (SE), and the
parameters provided by Corvis ST about the corneal distortion. A SPSS software version 18.0 (IBM Corp. Armonk,
New York) has been used for statistical evaluation. In this study, only the right eyes of participants were included
in the statistical elaboration, whereas the evaluation included always both ones, aiming to avoid bias related to the
inner correlations between paired organs that could influence the statistical results.
This study has been approved by Ethics Committee of Università della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli as retrospective
study and it followed the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. An informed consent regarding the own data
use was obtained by every participant.
3. Results
Parameters evaluated in this study are summarized in Table 1, they are: mean, range and standard deviation of age,
spherical equivalent refraction, CCT, CV, SK, and CST parameters: first applanation time (AT1); first applanation
length (AL1); first applanation velocity (AV1) second applanation time (AT2); second applanation length (AL2);
second applanation velocity (AV2), highest concavity time (HCT); highest concavity peak distance (HCPD);
highest concavity peak radius (HCPR); highest concavity deformation amplitude (HCDA).
None of the relationship evaluated showed significant correlation, with p value > 0.01 in every cases (Table 2,3).
Comparing the different CCT values provided by CST (mean 563.45 ± 27.45 µm) and Pentacam (mean: 558.2 ±
34.24 µm), no statistical difference has been found (p=0.34).
In order to deeper analyze the relationships between corneal deformations and corneal morphological parameters,
the following correlations have been investigated: difference between AT1 and AT2 (ATD); ratio between AT1
and CCT provided by Pentacam (ATCCTR); ratio between AT1 and HCT (ATHCTR); HCR (ATHCRR) with SE
and corneal morphological parameters. Results are summarized in table 3.
The lack of significant correlations between the evaluated parameters suggest that CBP features provided by CST
could be independent by the corneal morphological details studied and by the refraction.
Table 1. Mean, standard deviation (SD) and range of the parameters evaluated in this study. SE: Spherical
equivalent; SK: anterior corneal curvature measured with Sim’K; CCT: central corneal thickness.
Parameters
Age (years)
SE (D)
SK (D)

Mean ± SD
35.12 ± 9.58
-0.45 ± 1.71
42.87 ± 1.36
23

Range
22 - 67
-8.13 - +3.75
40.5 - 45.90
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Corneal volume (mm3)
CCT (µm)
Applanation time 1 (ms)
Applanation length 1 (mm)
Applanation velocity 1 (m/s)
Applanation time 2 (ms)
Applanation length 2 (mm)
Applanation velocity 2 (m/s)
Deformation amplitude to the highest concavity (mm)
Highest Concavity Time (ms)
Highest Concavity Peak Distance (mm)
Highest Concavity Peak Radius (mm)
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61.71 ± 3.14
558.20 ± 34.24
7.27 ± 0.33
1.69 ± 0.28
0.16 ± 0.04
21.43 ± 0.39
1.93 ± 0.49
-0.32 ± 0.13
1.04 ± 0.12
16.51 ± 0.57
4.68 ± 0.31
7.02 ± 0.91

54.3 - 69.70
484 - 642
6.83 - 9.15
1.27 - 2.31
0.04 - 0.24
20.21 - 22.23
0.92 - 2.74
-0.30 - -0.52
0.70 - 1.31
13.5 – 17.56
3.88 – 5.32
0.72 – 1.29

Table 2. Pearson Correlation Index (R2) between Corneal Deformation Parameters versus Corneal Morphological
Parameters and Spherical Equivalent (SE). CCT: central corneal thickness; CV: Corneal volume; SK: anterior
corneal power measured with Sim’K.
SE
R2
0.0215
0.0008
0.0394
0.0547
0.0598
0.0426
0.1987
0.0056
0.0021
0.0452

Applanation time1(ms)
Applanation length1(mm)
Applanation velocity1(m/s)
Applanation time2(ms)
Applanation length2(mm)
Applanation Velocity2(m/s)
Deformation amplitude at the highest concavity(mm)
Highest Concavity Time (ms)
Highest Concavity Peak Distance (mm)
Highest Concavity Peak Radius (mm)

SK
R2
0.1259
0.0054
0.216
0.3006
0.1397
0.2981
0.3241
0.3961
0.1764
0.0342

CCT
R2
0.312
0.0006
0.029
0.092
0.051
0.122
0.209
0.0072
0.0503
0.0229

CV
R2
0.0955
0.0224
0.0011
0.00261
0.035
0.0061
0.0367
0.1065
0.5521
0.3418

Table 3. Pearson Correlation Index (R2) between difference between AT1 and AT2 (ATD); ratio between AT1
and CCT provided by Pentacam (ATCCTR); ratio between AT1 and HCT (ATHCTR); HCR (ATHCRR) versus
Corneal Morphological Parameters and Spherical Equivalent (SE). CCT: central corneal thickness; CV: Corneal
volume; SK: anterior corneal power measured with Sim’K.

ATD (ms)

SE
R2
0.0697

SK
R2
0.0358

CCT
R2
0.0213

CV
R2
0.1038

ATCCR

0.0442

0.0334

0.0543

0.0973

ATHCTR

0.0217

0.0101

0.0058

0.0671

ATHCRR

0.0342

0.0697

0.0417

0.0284

4. Discussion
CBP analysis is gaining always more interest in order to better understand the corneal behavior both after external
stimuli, such as surgical ones, and during some corneal diseases that could induce ultra-structural modifications
[1-5]. Corvis ST is the first device able to provide both real time imagines and parameters related to corneal
deformation [10,11]. Papers about CBP evaluation in different kind of eyes have been previously published [1-5]
without reaching unanimous conclusions. Moreover, the authors of this study believe that it is important to start
the validation of a new device estimating healthy eyes. It is important to highlight that Corvis St is the second
device able to perform this kind of analysis in human eyes and it works in a completely different way compared
to the other instrument able to perform corneal biomechanics analysis: ORA [6,10].
No statistical correlations were observed in this study among the refraction, the morphological features of the
corneal usually evaluated such as CCT, CV, SK and the ones related to CBP provided by Corvis ST measured in
healthy subjects. These results could be explained by two main theories: a) the device is not providing reliable and
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accurate measurements of corneal distortion or b) it could mean that morphological and refractive parameters
evaluated are not affecting the CST measurement of CBP.
Data observed in this study could be used to identify the range of healthy eye’s parameters aiming to increase the
usefulness of corneal distortion evaluation.
Results observed in this study were different from the ones reported by Hon [10] regarding correlation analysis
because they found HCDA negatively correlated with CCT. The reasons of this different could be more than one:
1) this study has been conducted evaluating a larger sample; 2) subject enrolled in this study have been asked to
stop using contact lens at least one week before the eye-visit whereas Hon et al. [10] included participants not
wearing them only in the previous 24 hours; 3) in this study the tomography with Pentacam was always
administrated before corneal distortion measurement performed with CST, aiming to avoid introducing biases
related to measurements of parameters such as SK whereas, Hon et al. [10] adopted a random order for
morphological and CBP evaluation. In this way, the air puff produced by CST could determine a misevaluation of
morphological corneal parameters. First results about reliability of IOP evaluation with CST observed by Hon [10]
are different by the Hong [11] ones; it could be due to the different study population they enrolled or because some
of the diverse details in methodology of the studies. Even if the first papers published about CST evaluation in
healthy eyes are from some years ago [10-13], the interest about the evaluation of this device in this kind of eye is
still present [14-18]. Miki et al. published some interesting papers about this topic, in one of them evaluating only
healthy eyes [14], they analyzed 96 healthy subjects observing strong correlations between CBP parameters with
axial length, IOP and age. Some very softer relationships were noted with CCT and corneal curvature [14]. In the
ones published by same group more recently [15], they compared healthy eyes with glaucomatous one evaluating
the CBP provided by CST, they found a significant difference between two groups but correlations with IOP, CCT,
age and axial length have been studied only in glaucoma eyes. Fuchsluger et al. [15] compared CST parameters in
patients affected by keratoconous, patient undergone corneal crosslinking for keratoconous and healthy subjects.
In their study, in healthy subjects, they found a correlation between AV1, AT1, AV2 and HCDA with CCT. The
different results observed in this study could be related to some details related to the populations study: a) the
number of eyes included (50 vs 152); b) the age range (21-41 vs 22-67) [15]. Moreover, different version of
Pentacam and CST have been used. Herber et al. [16] evaluated CST and ORA in both healthy subjects and
keratoconous eyes, in first group they found strong correlations between many CST parameters and thinnest
corneal thickness and a weaker one with maximum keratometry but in this study different features have been
analyzed. In their interesting paper, Zhang et al. [18] evaluated new parameters provided by new version of CST
in evaluating specifically the corneal stiffness in myopic eyes and observed a correlation among them and
morphological ones such as CCT and IOP. Differences with our study are mainly related to the selection of the
subjects included: in this one, no restrictions related to refractive defects were applied. The understanding of the
overall corneal deformation process in healthy eyes still has some aspect to clarify and this study provide a
contribute to this topic. To completely understand the corneal behaviors to different kind of stimuli could be
extremely important to develop models for more accurately measure IOP, also in eyes with nor regular corneas, to
earlier detect corneal disease, such as keratoconous, that could benefit by earlier treatment, and to better screen
patients for refractive surgery. This is the reason because, in this study. additional parameters, obtained by the
difference or the ratio of some of the features provided by CST have been evaluated, still observing no significant
correlations with CBP. Relationship between CBP provided by CST and IOP have been studied and clear
information about this are not still reached, the reason of this could be due to the novelty of the CST, that is a new
and evolving device, and it needs to be evaluated in different kind of patients. Some features, such as AT1, seems
strongly correlated with IOP but further and specific studies are needed to have more accurate information [1920].
5. Conclusions
Even if parameters currently provided by CST are just applied to clinical practice, to improve the quality of
management of patients [21], it is important to continue to evaluate the CBP and the corneal deformation process
in order to better standardize information coming by this new and very interesting device. Thus, information
coming from this study need to be confirmed in further ones with larger populations, to have more accurate details
regarding corneal deformation, independent from morphological corneal characteristics. Values provided by this
study, together with the other ones previously published, would be useful also to recognize healthy and suspect
values of CBP.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of Corvis ST display, showing information recorded immediately upon the air impulse (A);
screenshot of Corvis ST display, showing information recorded during the corneal deformation obtained by the
air impulse (B); screenshot of Corvis ST display, showing Time of Applanation 1 (ellipse), Length of
Applanation 1 (rectangle), Velocity of Applanation 1 (hexagon) at first applanation (C); screenshot of Corvis ST
display, showing Time of Applanation 2 (ellipse), Length of Applanation 2 (rectangle), Velocity of Applanation
2 (hexagon) at second applanation (D); screenshot of Corvis ST display, showing Deformation Amplitude at the
highest concavity at corneal apex (ellipse) (E)
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